Operations Manager (m/f)
Location: Munich
We are a young FinTech company consisting of highly talented and motivated employees. To further extend our
Operations team we are looking for like-minded and performance-oriented newcomers. As Operations Manager
you will cooperate closely with several other departments at CRX, be involved in the growth of a young department
and assure the continuity of the CRX Market place. In addition to the onboarding of new customers onto the CRX
Portal, you will contact banks, institutional investors and service providers and secure a flawless execution of the
CRX Portal. Within the scope of our Multi-Investor product, you will independently perform auctions and support
the securities issue process. As the administrator of the CRX Portal, you acquire a most detailed insight into our
product enabling you to implement own ideas and continuously improve the product.

Your Role

Your Profile



Onboard new customers onto the CRX Platform





Execute auctions and settlements of securities



Be the contact for banks, institutional investors

Degree in business/economics with a focus on
treasury and financial markets



1-3 years of working experience in banking,

and service providers

financial services or a finance oriented



Manage the CRX Markets SCF Platform

department of a corporate company



Perform Reporting and data processing tasks



Experience with fixed income securities



Support for KYC and Anti-money-laundering



IT proficiency and very good knowledge of MS
Excel

audits


Improve processes and further develop the



Fluent in German and English

department Client Operations



The ability to rapidly take on new tasks



Excellent analytical skills

Our Offer
As Operations Manager you become part of the growth of a successful FinTech company. As a highly motivated
employee you will fuel the development of the Client Operations department, be responsible for daily operations
and implement process innovations. We offer attractive compensation and benefits which include an employee
share option program.
Are you up for the challenge? Please upload your documents including CV, cover letter, salary expectations and
your earliest possible starting date using our online application form.

